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ABSTRACT: Like the larger nonplanar Möbius rings,
porphyrinoid aromaticity is not due primarily to the
macrocyclic π conjugation of the corresponding annulene
perimeters. The block-localized wave function (BLW)-derived
aromatic stabilization energies (ASE) of several porphyrinoids
reveal that, on a per atom basis, the appended 6π electron
heterocycles of porphyrinoids confer aromaticity much more
effectively than the macrocyclic 4n+2 π electron conjugations.
There is no direct relationship between thermochemical
stability of porphyrinoids and their macrocyclic 4n or 4n+2
π electron counts. Porphyrinoids having an “antiaromatic”
macrocyclic 4n+2 π electron conjugation pathway (e.g., 4) as
well as those having no macrocyclic conjugation (e.g., 9) can be stabilized by aromaticity. Computed nucleus independent
chemical shifts (NICS) and the anisotropy of the induced current density (ACID) disclose the intricate local versus macrocyclic
circulation interplay for several porphyrinoids.

■ INTRODUCTION

How should aromaticity be described in porphyrins?1

Sondheimer et al.’s synthetic [18]annulene paper2 first noted
the resemblance of the 1H NMR spectra of porphyrin
derivatives (δ of outer H’s, +9.6 to +10.1 ppm; internal NH
protons, −3.6 to −4.1 ppm)3 to [18]annulene (δ of outer H’s,
+9.3 ppm; internal NH protons, −2.5 ppm).4−6 The comment,
“porphine and the derived porphyrins, as well as the
phthalocyanines, are in fact the first known 18-π electron
systems related to the [18]annulene,”2 coined the popular
description of porphyrins as “bridged-annulenes”, and has been
especially influential in the development of porphyrinoid
chemistry. Vogel commented, “provided that this formal
analogy exists, a symbiotic relationship between annulene and
porphyrin chemistry might be established.”7

Following Vogel’s authoritative review, “The Porphyrins
from the ‘Annulene Chemist’s’ Perspective,”8 synthetic efforts
based on applying the Hückel 4n + 2 π aromaticity rule9 (albeit
intended for monocyclic systems) to expand the porphyrin
family have led to the discovery of many macrocyclic 4n + 2 π
electron conjugated porphyrins.10 However, successful syn-
theses of “antiaromatic” macrocyclic [4n]annulenic π con-
jugated porphyrins, which show the opposite upfield/downfield
1H NMR chemical shifts for the outer/inner protons, also are
plentiful: for example, isophlorin (20 π conjugation),11

orangarin (20 π),12 [20]porphycene (20 π),13 amethyrin (24
π),12 complexed porphyrins,14,15 thienopyrrole-containing
porphyrins,16 as well as nonplanar expanded porphyrins.17−19

Interestingly, Kim et al. reported that the HOMO−LUMO gap
for the “antiaromatic” [20]π porphycene was unexpectedly

larger than its 4n + 2 π “aromatic” congener, [18]π
porphycene.20 Along the same lines, Aihara’s graph-theoretical
analyses for several macrocyclic 4n πe conjugated porphyrins
also revealed positive (aromatic) topological resonance
energies.21 Such findings contradict the Hückel 4n + 2/4n πe
aromaticity/antiaromaticity expectation for annulenes. So are
the aromaticities of porphyinoid compounds really “annulene-
like”?
Unlike annulenes, the porphyrins are “decorated” with

appended heterocycles and thus sustain multiple π conjugation
pathways simultaneously. But how does this affect their
aromaticity? Literature reports give divergent answers. Lash et
al. concluded, based on comparative 1H NMR and single crystal
X-ray diffraction analyses of 1−3, that “the aromatic character-
istics of porphyrins clearly result from a number of features, but
the essence of these properties appears to be encapsulated in
the diaza[18]annulene substructure.”22a On the basis of a
detailed comparison of various porphyrin analogues, that is,
carbaporphyrins, tropiporphyrins, azuliporphyrins, N-confused
porphyrins, pyrazoloporhpyrins, and dicarbaporphyrins, Lash
noted that “by taking into account hydrogen bonding, charge
delocalization, steric effects, and inductive and resonance
factors,” the [18]annulene model “almost always predicts the
correct properties for these systems.”22b However, Sargent et
al.’s 1H NMR analyses of [18]porphycene and its imidazole
analogues revealed that variations of the interrelationship of the
induced local (“pyrrolic”) versus global (“annulenic”) ring
currents could lead to drastically different internal NH proton
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shifts.23 Isotropic nucleus independent chemical shift (NICS)24

analyses25,26 and computed ring currents27 concur that both
macrocyclic π conjugations and local heterocyclic π circulations
contribute to the global aromaticity of porphyrinoids.25−27

Nevertheless, how and the extent to which the imino- (NH)
and ethylidene (CC) bridges contribute to the aromaticity of
porphyrins remain unclear.1

The CC bonds of the dehydropyrrolic rings of 1 are
usually viewed as exocyclic “ethylenic bridges” that do not
participate in aromaticity.25 Yet the influence of the pyrrolic
NH’s on porphyrinoid aromaticity poses interpretive chal-
lenges. On the basis of NICS analyses, Cyranski et al.
concluded that “the NH groups are not inert bridging groups,
as is suggested by the [18]annulene model, but instead are an
integral part of the aromatic system.”25 Graph-theoretical
analyses also predict the pyrrole rings to be a major source of
the aromaticity of 1.21 Otero et al. reported that “hydrogenating
a protonated pyrrole ring (of 1)” “largely annihilates the ring
current (of the corresponding dihydroporphyrin).”27 However,
Sundholm et al.’s gauge including magnetically induced current
(GIMIC)28 computations found “a larger resistance and a
weaker current strength” for the pyrrolic NH units as compared
to the dehydropyrrole rings of 1.27b

In summarizing the disparate literature view of the origin of
aromaticity in porphyrins, Bröring’s seminal highlight calls for a
theoretical clarification of the nature of aromatcity in
porphyrins.1 We now respond. Prior analyses based on
magnetic and spectroscopic criteria have considered all possible
alternatives of the origin of aromaticity in porphyrinoids, but
have reached different conclusions. Our Article quantifies the
energetic aspects of porphyrinoid aromaticity, based on the
block-localized wave function (BLW) method,29 for the first
time. Magnetic evaluations of porphryinoid aromaticity also are
discussed on the basis of their computed dissected NICS30 and
the anisotropy of the induced current density (ACID).31

We now seek to provide a definitive answer to how
aromaticity should be described in porphyrins, and address
several important questions: How and to what extent are
porphyrins stabilized by aromaticity? Why are some 4n π
electron porphyrins so viable despite their putative antiar-
omaticity? How do the individual local and macrocyclic π
circulations (either diatropic or paratropic) of porphyrinoids
influence each other and contribute to aromaticity?

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Large 4n + 2/4n π annulenes behave more like linearly
conjugated olefins and are not expected to display either
significant aromatic stabilization or antiaromatic destabilization
per carbon.32 Thus, the BLW-ASE’s (BLW computed aromatic
stabilization energies, see Computational Methods) of D6h
[18]annulene 7 (25.0 kcal/mol33) and of diaza[18]annulene
8 (26.6 kcal/mol) are only 1.4 and 1.5 kcal/mol per carbon,
respectively. On the same basis, the benzene ASE (29.9 kcal/
mol) is 5.0 kcal/mol per carbon.34 Notably, the inclusion of
hetero-N atoms does not perturb the aromaticity of 8.35 The
involvement of fused azafulvene rings (denoted as “b” rings, see
Figure 1) increases π conjugation but does not effect the
aromaticity. Thus, as expected by the bridged diaza[18]-
annulene nature of 3 (32.1 kcal/mol, 1.5 kcal/mol per carbon),
its ASE is not much greater than 7 and 8.22 Clearly, the double
bonds of fused dehydropyrrole rings in porphyrinoids are only
inert exocyclic “bridges” and do not contribute to aromatici-
ty.25a

In sharp contrast, pyrrole-fused porphyrinoids display much

greater BLW-ASE’s. Thus, the ASE’s of 1 (70.9 kcal/mol, 2.9

kcal/mol per carbon, two pyrrole rings) and 2 (50.5 kcal/mol,

2.4 kcal/mol per carbon, one pyrrole) are ca. 40 and 20 kcal/

mol higher than 3 (32.1 kcal/mol), respectively (see Figure 1).

Remarkably, the ASE’s of each local 6πe pyrrole ring (ca. 20

kcal/mol each) confer almost as much aromatic stabilization as

the macrocyclic 18π conjugations, for example, of 7, 8, and 3

(BLW-ASE’s ranging from 25 to 32 kcal/mol). Based on the

same BLW procedure, [18]porphycene, which also has two

pyrrole rings, reveals an ASE (77.2 kcal/mol) similar to that of

its structural isomer 1.
Equations 1 and 2 evaluate the aromaticity of the fused

pyrrolic rings (ca. 20 kcal/mol per ring) by comparing the

energies of 1 versus 3 (eq 1, +46.5 kcal/mol) and 2 versus 3

(eq 2, +18.5 kcal/mol, one pyrrole ring in 2) directly (B3LYP/

6-31G* including ZPE). The results endorse our BLW findings

quantitatively. Both eqs 1 and 2 evaluate only differences in the

aromaticities of the porphryinoids on both sides of the

equation. For example, in eq 2, the aromaticity of 2 (on the

left) arises from both the global (18π, annulenic) and the local

(6π, pyrrolic) π conjugations, but the aromaticity of 3 (on the

right) comes only from the global (18π, annulenic) π

conjugative circuit. The numbers and types of conjugation

interactions are balanced by nonaromatic conjugated refer-

ences, and the resulting energy difference (18.5 kcal/mol)

estimates the pyrrolic aromatic stabilization energy of 2.

Figure 1. Block-localized wave function computed ASE’s (aromatic
stabilization energies, see Computational Methods) for 1−8 (in kcal/
mol, at the B3LYP/6-31G* level). The BLW localization scheme for
each structure is indicated by the resonance structure shown. The
BLW-RE’s for 1−9, the parent pyrrole and furan rings, as well as the
references used for deriving the BLW-ASE’s are presented in Figures
S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information (also see Computational
Methods).
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Strikingly, even 4n π electron porphyrinoids can be stabilized
by aromaticity and have net positive ASE’s when fused-pyrrole
rings are involved.21 In 4, the ASE’s of the aromatic pyrrole
rings overwhelm its 4n π macrocyclic antiaromaticity. As a
result, 4 displays a larger BLW-ASE (+38.0 kcal/mol, two
pyrrole rings) than 3 (+32.1 kcal/mol), despite its magnetic
“antiaromaticity” (see discussion below) and greater bond
length alternation along its macrocyclic 4n π perimeter.
Porphyrinoids with more pyrrole rings have higher ASE’s and
are more aromatically stabilized. This explains the peculiar
viability of known Hückel antiaromatic porphyrinoids that
involve either [4n]annulenic macrocyclic conjugations or have
net 4n π electron counts.11−19 Because of steric congestion
between the six inner H’s, the 4 minimum adopts a nonplanar
geometry. This, rather than differences in aromaticity, is more
likely to be responsible for the spontaneous oxidation of 4 to 3
observed experimentally.22 Planar 5, the minimum furan-isomer
of 4, also has a positive BLW-ASE (33.0 kcal/mol), due to the
presence of two aromatic furan rings. In contrast, the 4n π
electron 6 has four “ethylenic bridges” and reveals a small
negative (destabilizing) ASE (i.e., −4.2 kcal/mol, −0.2 kcal/
mol per carbon, see Figure 1), since large [4n]annulenic
conjugations do not confer much antiaromatic destabilization.32

Fused sextet rings effectively increase the aromaticity of
porphyrinoids, because small 4n+2 π conjugated rings confer
more aromatic stabilization than do large 4n+2 π cycles on a
per carbon basis.9,32 But this is in addition to the overall π
conjugation stabilization. ASE’s measure only the extra aromatic
stabilization and antiaromatic destabilization due to cyclic 4n +
2 π and 4n π conjugation. RE’s measure the net stabilization
due to π conjugation and thus are positive for both 4n and 4n +
2 π porphyrinoids (see Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information).
Nevertheless, the spectroscopic properties (e.g., intense Soret

band absorptions and characteristic 1H NMR chemical shifts)36

of porphyrins arise from their macrocyclic π conjugations.
Porphyrins lacking macrocyclic π conjugations, for example,
isoporphyrins, phlorin, and other calixphyrin derivatives (which
have sp3 meso carbon linkages), behave very differently
spectroscopically.37,38 Yet these features are not always directly
linked to aromaticity.39 Despite the absence of a macrocyclic π
conjugation pathway, phlorin 9 displays a significant BLW-ASE
(51.2 kcal/mol) due to its three 6 π electron aromatic pyrrole
rings.
As compared to 1H NMR chemical shifts, dissected NICS30

(see Computational Methods) are superior39 for evaluating the
magnetic aromaticity of porphyrinoids. Porphyrinoids with
macrocyclic 4n+2 π (1, 2, 3) conjugations display negative total
NICS(0)πzz values, while their 4n π congeners (4) show the
opposite (see Figure 3). The total NICS(0)πzz is computed at
the heavy atom center and includes contributions from all π

and NH lone pair orbitals (see Computational Methods).
However, the magnetic-based aromaticity orders of 1−3 and 7
do not follow their computed ASE orders (1 > 2 > 3 > 8 ≈ 7).
The BLW-ASE of 1 is more than twice that of 3, 7, and 8, but
the total NICS(0)πzz values for 1 (−47.3 ppm), 2 (−42.2 ppm),
3 (−43.5 ppm), 8 (−47.2 ppm), and 7 (−47.9 ppm, computed
at the D6h symmetry) are all about the same. 4 is stabilized
aromatically (i.e., by the two pyrrole rings) but has a positive
total NICS(0)πzz value (+43.2 ppm).
Such discrepancies arise from the multifaceted nature of

aromaticity, which are especially pronounced for the porphyr-
inoids and for other molecules with more than one fused ring.
Energetic and magnetic evaluations of aromaticity are
inherently different. ASE’s reflect the overall energetic
consequence of aromaticity (or antiaromaticity). That is, all
extra cyclic stabilizing and destabilizing effects due to either the
macrocyclic or the local pyrrolic conjugations are considered
simultaneously. Yet magnetic assessments largely depend on
the position of the “probe” used to evaluate the effect. For
example, in 4 the total NICS(0)πzz is +43.2 ppm, but the local
NICS(a)πzz is −22.8 ppm as expected by its 6 π electron
pyrrolic aromaticity (see Figure 3). The local NICS(a)πzz is
computed at the pyrrolic centers and includes only
contributions from the two pyrrolic π bonds and NH lone
pair (see Computational Methods).
Magnetic evaluations of porphyrinoids also are influenced by

the interplay among the induced “pyrrolic” and “macrocyclic”
circulations.10g,20 As illustrated in Figure 2, the induced

diatropic “pyrrolic” (6 π electron, solid red line) and
“macrocyclic” (18 π electron, dotted red line) ring currents
of 1 have opposite effects and offset each other at the pyrrolic
NH lone pair regions, but accumulate at the pyrrolic double
bond regions. In 4, the macrocyclic paratropic ring current
(green dotted line, see Figure 2) and the local pyrrolic diatropic
ring current (solid red line, see Figure 2) vectors are opposite at
the pyrrolic double bonds regions, but in the same direction at
the pyrrolic NH regions.
For this reason, the pyrrolic NICS(a)πzz of 1 (−18.4 ppm), 2

(−21.9 ppm), and 4 (−22.8 ppm) all have reduced local
NICSπzz values compared to the parent pyrrole (−33.3 ppm)
(see Figure 3, 1a and 2a). When contributions of all of the π
bonds and NH lone pairs are taken into account, the total
NICS(a)πzz values for 1 (−33.6 ppm) and 2 (−34.6 ppm)

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the local five membered ring
(5MR) “pyrrolic” (solid red line) circulations and macrocyclic
“annulenic” (dotted line) circulations in 1 and 4. Diatropic/paratropic
ring currents are labeled in red/green lines and are clockwise/
anticlockwise (adopting the ACID convention, cf., Figure 4).
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become more negative, as the remote double bonds of the 4n +
2 π macrocycle contribute diatropically. In contrast, the total
NICS(a)πzz for 4 (+3.8 ppm) becomes positive, as the remote
double bonds of the 4n πe macrocycle contribute paratropically.
The nonaromatic azafulvene “b” rings of 1 and 2 display
moderately large positive local NICS(b)πzz values (1, +11.7
ppm; 2, +16.7 ppm) because they reside in the deshielded
region of the aromatic macrocycle (see Figure 3, 1b and 2b).
Yet their total NICS(b)πzz values (−8.8 ppm for 1, and −4.1
ppm for 2) are small and negative due to the remote diatropic
contributions from the rest of the ring. The dissected NICS of
7 and 8 do not involve such complications. In 9, the total
NICS(0)πzz is large and positive (+54.3 ppm), because the
porphyrin center resides in the deshielded region of the three
aromatic pyrrole rings (total NICS(a)πzz= −22.7, −17.1, −17.2
ppm). Formally, 9 does not display any continuous macrocyclic
π conjugation, but the meso CH2 group can involve hyper-
conjugatively40 with the π conjugation in the system resulting
in pseudo 20 π electron antiaromaticity. The nonaromatic “b”
ring displays a small negative total NICS(b)πzz value (−3.6
ppm).
Details of the ACID31 plots support our NICS findings (see

Figure 4). In 1 and 2, the induced current density vectors are
clockwise (diatropic) at the pyrrolic double bond regions, but
the vector directions at the NH lone pair regions are
counterclockwise (paratropic) with respect to the pyrrole
ring. The exocyclic “ethylenic bridges” of the azafulvene rings in

1, 2, and 3 reveal only local circulations. This is in sharp
contrast with the continuous diatropic ACID surfaces of 7 (see
Figure 4). The ACID plot of 4 displays a dominating
counterclockwise circulation due to its macrocyclic 20 π
electron conjugation. Compound 9 behaves similar to 4 but
has a “broken” counterclockwise circulation due to its saturated
meso CH2 group. The contrasting macrocyclic (paratropic) and
local (diatropic) π circulations in both 4 and 9 offset each other
at the pyrrolic double bond regions, but circulate in the same
direction at the NH lone pair regions.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Although energetic and magnetic aromaticity measures agree
generally for monocyclic compounds,41 the aromaticities of
porphyrins and other polycyclic conjugated systems are
particularly “multifaceted”. For the porphyrins, the ASE’s
arising from macrocyclic and local π circulations contribute
collectively to the total aromatic stabilization energy (4n π
electron conjugations contribute negative ASE’s and are
destabilizing). Yet magnetic-based evaluations of aromaticity
largely depend on the position of the “probe” used to evaluate
the effect and are strongly influenced by the (constructive or
destructive) interference between multiple 4n+2 πe and 4n πe
conjugation circuits at various regions of the molecule.
The “bridged annulene” view of porphyrins does not describe

their aromaticity sufficiently. Instead, the appended 6π aromatic

Figure 3. Dissected NICSπzz computed at the heavy atom centers “0”
[NICS(0)πzz], as well as at the “a” [NICS(a)πzz] and “b” [NICS(b)πzz]
ring centers (position of NICS points indicated by the black “dots”)
for 1, 2, 4, 7, and 8. The total NICSπzz include the zz tensor
components of all π (and lone pair) MO contributions; local NICSπzz
consider only contributions from the highlighted π and lone pairs
MO’s (in bold). Computations were performed at the PW91/
IGLOIII//B3LYP/6-31G* level. (Details of the dissected NICS are
presented in Figure S3 of the Supporting Information.)

Figure 4. ACID plots at isosurface values of 0.07 for 1−4, 7, and 9. 1−
3 and 7 have clockwise (diatropic) macrocyclic circulations, but 4 has a
counterclockwise (paratropic) macrocyclic circulation. 9 displays a
“broken” counterclockwise circulation.
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sextets confer aromaticity much more effectively than macro-
cyclic 4n + 2 π electron conjugations. This explains the
unexpected viability of many porphyrinoids with “antiaromatic”
macrocyclic 4n π electron conjugation pathways and provides
and effective strategy for stabilizing larger porphyrinoids. But
the porphyrinoids are not unique in this sense. The aromaticity
of many fused ring systems also appears to arise mainly from
their small fused aromatic rings rather than the macrocyclic
conjugations, for example, in the large nonplanar Möbius
cycles.42 In essence, this agrees with the Hückel expectation,
that small 4n + 2 πe conjugated rings confer more aromatic
stabilization (per carbon) than do large 4n + 2 πe cycles.9,32

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
All geometries were optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G* level as
implemented in Gaussian 03.43 Vibrational frequency computations
verified the nature of the stationary points. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 (D6h

44), and
8 have planar minimum geometries. Because of significant steric
repulsion between the inner H’s, both 4 and 9 have nonplanar minima
that are 1.62 and 7.69 kcal/mol lower in energy than their planar forms
(NIm = 4 for 4, and NIm = 3 for 9). The planar forms of all
compounds were adopted for the BLW, NICS, and ACID
computations.
Nucleus independent chemical shifts (NICS) computations,30 based

on the individual gauge for localized orbitals (IGLO) method44

(implemented in the deMon NMR program),45 were performed at the
PW91/IGLOIII level employing the Pipek−Mezey localization
algorithm.46 We employ the most sophisticated NICSπzz index,
which extracts the out-of-plane (zz) tensor component of the isotropic
NICS and includes only selected π MO contributions. The total
NICSπzz include contributions from all π and NH lone pair orbitals.
Local NICSπzz include contributions from only the π (including NH
lone pair, if any) orbitals directly associated with a particular ring
moiety (bold in Figure 3). Dissected NICSπzz for 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, and 9
were computed at: (1) the heavy atom centers, NICS(0), (2) the
pyrrolic ring centers, NICS(a), and (3) the azafulvene ring centers,
NICS(b). Negative/positive NICS(0)πzz computed at ring centers
denote aromaticity/antiaromaticity. However, NICS analyses of the
porphyrins are complicated by the involvement of multiple cyclic
circulations (either paratropic, diatropic, or both) and require more
careful interpretation. The anisotropy of the induced current density
(ACID) method31 was employed complimentarily to visualize the
induced delocalization of π electrons.
The block localized wave function (BLW) method29 was employed

to evaluate the RE’s and the ASE’s of 1−9 at the B3LYP/6-31G* level
(as implemented in GAMESS R5 version).47 The molecular orbital
MO-based computational procedure of the BLW method preserves the
concepts of ab initio valence bond (VB) theory, but is practicable for
studying large molecular systems.33,48 Following the Pauling−Wheland
RE definition,49 BLW-RE’s are based on the difference between the
energy of the completely optimized fully delocalized structure Ψdeloc of
the target molecule and that of its most stable hypothetical resonance
structure Ψloc (optimized under the BLW constraint). The latter is
constructed by partitioning all of the electrons and basis functions into
several subspaces to form sets of localized MO’s, in which orbitals of
the same subspaces are mutually orthogonal but orbitals of different
subspaces overlap freely. This procedure “disables” the intramolecular
interactions among the selected subgroups. Note that 2 and 4 have
two difference resonance contributors (corresponding to two different
localization schemes). For such cases, the average BLW-RE of both
localization schemes was applied.
The BLW-ASE’s are based on the BLW-RE differences between the

target aromatic/antiaromatic molecule and acyclic conjugated
reference species with the same number and types of conjugations
(see below).50 Note that RE’s measure the overall π conjugation
stabilization, but ASE’s evaluate the extra stabilization (or destabiliza-
tion) associated with aromaticity (or antiaromaticity), and thus differ
conceptually. By definition, the RE’s are always positive, but the ASE’s

can be either positive (indicating aromaticity) or negative (indicating
antiaromaticity). For example, the BLW-ASE of 7 (+25.0 kcal/mol) is
evaluated by its BLW-RE (129.7 kcal/mol) as compared to that of six
anti-butadienes (BLW-RE = 12.2 kcal/mol each) and three syn-
butadienes (BLW-RE = 10.5 kcal/mol each). The BLW-RE’s for all
reference compounds are listed in Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information.

DFT methods, in particular the popular B3LYP functional, are
known to be problematic for evaluating the relative energies of
annulene isomers51,52 by overestimating the effects of electron
delocalization. However, errors due to such methodological
imperfections are minimized for the BLW-ASE comparisons, which
are based on relative (BLW-RE) energy differences between data
computed at the same theoretical level. Although concerns regarding
the nonorthogonal partitioning of basis functions of the BLW method
have been raised,53 such misgivings do not compromise the validity of
judiciously obtained BLW results (for a more technical discussion, see
ref 54, Methods section, and ref 55). Computed BLW delocalization
energies fluctuate only slightly among different midsize basis sets,55

and more importantly agree well with viable experimental estimates.
For example, the computed BLW-RE (61.4 kcal/mol)50 and BLW-
ASE (29.9 kcal/mol)50 of benzene at the B3LYP/6-31G* level,
evaluated by the same procedure employed here, is in excellent
agreement with the best RE (65.1 kcal/mol)56 and ASE (28.8 kcal/
mol)56 values derived from experimental data.33
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